


Brass Brothers & Co. Eclectic is a new and exciting 
brand of lightings and furnishings that is the 
brainchild of a team of skilled artisans, designers, 
and creatives. This brand is an offshoot of Il 
Bronzetto® company, which has been active in 
Florence since 1963, and the team brings with 
them a wealth of knowledge and expertise from 
the past century. The Eclectic Collection draws 
inspiration from real elements of nature, capturing 
their essence and transforming them into 
exquisitely designed pieces that infuse a touch 
of the wild into any interior space. The result is a 
sensual and sophisticated line that bring a modern 
jungle vibe to any space. 

Advice

The products may show small variations and imperfections due to the 
craftsmanship of the work of the material and make unique each piece. 
The brass and nikel finishings are intentionally natural and so are subject 
to variations and opacifications that give the object beauty and patina of 
time. If you wish to avoid these modifications, it is possible to ask us for a 
semishiny or matte varnishing. 
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“Our products are 
in fashion but they 
don’t follow trends”

Simone Calcinai
General Manager



Brass 
Brothers
Raised in a workshop, frequent visitor of the 
Oltrano’ alleys with its historical workshops 
of artisans, Simone Calcinai, owner of the 
company Il Bronzetto with his brother and 
cousin, is a profound connoisseur of techniques 
and materials. The curious and exuberant 
temperament, the explosive creativity has always 
led him to explore new boundaries and to found 
in 2014 Brass Brothers & Co., whose story is a 
family affair, with Antonio Calcinai, a craftsman, 
passing his knowledge and skills to his two 
sons, Simone and Pierfrancesco. Along comes 
their cousin Michelangelo, who assists Simone’s 
creativity and Pierfrancesco’s industrious craft. 
Together, they create a new way, studying the past 
and taking inspiration from and reworking old 
inputs, tying it all off with a modern taste. Eclectic 
Collection is testament to our commitment to 
innovation and creativity. By using real elements 
of nature and transforming them into exquisitely 
designed pieces, we have created a collection 
that is not only visually stunning but also evokes 
a sense of raw, untamed beauty. Every piece is 
a work of art, with the imperfections of nature 
shining through in every detail.

Pierfrancesco e Simone Calcinai
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Perpetua
Inspired by the fluidity and movement of 
water, Perpetua is the stunning line of drop-
shaped lamps by Il Bronzetto. The drop shape 
symbolizes the idea of falling, and emphasizes 
the ever-changing nature of water. This 
concept, conceived by the young designer 
Valeria Giuva is highlighted throughout the 
collection, making water the star of the show. 
From the inception of the single drop design, 
this collection has expanded to include three 
unique versions, all of which pay homage to the 
original shape. Allow Perpetua to bring a touch 
of elegance and fluidity to your home with its 
beautifully crafted lamps.
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Bring the mesmerizing 
movement of water into 
your home with the 
Perpetua Collection, the 
perfect embodiment of 
elegance and grace. Let its 
unique design and warm 
glow transform any space 
into a tranquil oasis of 
light and beauty.
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Perpetua 
Chandelier
Item number 
BR_L5203
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Rosa
Canina

The brass used in our products 
undergoes various processes such 
as micro-casting, casting, lost-wax 
casting, and sand casting. This allows 
us to create surfaces with a rough 
and irregular appearance that reflect 
the imperfect uniqueness of natural 
elements. We transform bark-covered 
stems and pointed branches into 
structures and arms for our table lamps. 
Each piece is carefully crafted to ensure 
that the essence of nature is preserved 
in every detail. The result is a collection 
of sensual and sophisticated pieces 
that bring a modern jungle atmosphere 
to any space. Thus, the Rosa Canina line 
comes to life, born from the inspiration 
of nature and its unique forms. 

Rosa Canina
Table Lamp

Item number 
EC_ROSE03_lt
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Rosa Canina
Side Table
Item number 
EC_ROS05t

The fusion of 
nature and design 
embodied in Rosa 
Canina

Wormhole 
Chandelier
Item number 
BB_WOR02p

The thorny and rough stem of this sensual 
plant is recreated through the fusion of brass 
and its burnished finishes that best represent 
it. Our skilled artisans meticulously transform 
the elements of the plant into beautiful and 
functional objects, bringing a touch of wild 
beauty to any interior.

Rosa Canina
Side Table
Item number 
EC_ROS01l_t

Rosa Canina
Floor Lamp

Item number 
EC_ROS02p

Rosa Canina
Side Table
Item number 
EC_ROS04t
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Gingko Biloba
Bistrot Table
Item number 
EC_GIN01t

Gingko
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The Gingko Biloba leaf, with its sinuous shape, has inspired Il Bronzetto to 
create a unique line of home decor pieces that capture the beauty of nature. 
This line features two main families of manufacturing techniques, both 
focused on reproducing natural forms: casting and laser cutting. These two 
very different techniques demonstrate the company’s two main approaches: 
traditional and innovative. The result is a collection of home decor pieces 
perfect for both private residences and public spaces such as hotels and 
restaurants, both indoors and outdoors. This line is designed for projects that 
aim to highlight nature as a central theme in interior design, offering a way to 
replicate the imperfect uniqueness of natural elements.
Each piece in the Gingko line is crafted with precision and care, using only 
the finest materials such as brass and marble. The attention to detail and 
dedication to quality are evident in every piece, making them a stunning 
addition to any home. Whether you’re looking for a statement piece to add to 
your living room, or a small accent piece to add a touch of natural beauty to 
your office, the Gingko line has something for everyone.

Gingko Biloba
Wall Light

Item number 
EC_GIN03a
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Quercia
The Oak Line by Il Bronzetto 
draws inspiration from the 
majesty and strength of the 
iconic oak tree, renowned for 
its impressive size, longevity, 
and enduring beauty. The 
line boasts a rich variety of 
furnishings, from lighting 
fixtures to decorative pieces, 
all crafted with the same 
dedication to excellence and 
meticulous attention to detail.
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Crafted with the 
utmost attention to 
detail, the Quercia 
line showcases the 
artistry of nature 
and the skill of 
master craftsmen.

Quercia
Side Table
Item number 
EC_OAK01t_B

Quercia
Side Table
Item number 
EC_OAK01t
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Bring the beauty 
of the oak tree into 
any interior design 
scheme.
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Quercia
Wall Light
Item number 
EC_OAK08

Whether adorning a chic urban 
loft or a rustic country estate, the 
Quercia line brings the enduring 
elegance and timeless appeal 
of the oak tree into any interior 
design scheme. With its striking 
combination of natural elements 
and sophisticated artistry, this 
line is a true testament to the 
enduring power and beauty of 
nature.

Quercia
Table
Item number 
EC_OAK06t
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Bamboo

Indulge in the beauty 
and elegance of bamboo 
with our exquisite line of 

lamps and furnishings. Our 
Bamboo Line showcases 

the sinuosity and perfection 
of this versatile plant, 

skillfully reinterpreted in 
brass structures that bring 

a touch of sophistication to 
any interior. With a range 

of customizable finishes 
and marble tops, the 

possibilities for creating 
your own unique ambiance 

are endless.

Bamboo
Side Table
Item number 
EC_BAM03s_t
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The Bamboo line is part of Il Bronzetto’s 
eclectic furnishing philosophy, which 
draws inspiration from the natural world. 
Materiality and elegance characterize the 
unique forms of this furniture collection, 
appealing to those who appreciate luxury 
and eccentricity with a strong personality. 
Each piece is crafted to replicate the 
natural beauty of bamboo, with brass as 
the medium and daring craftsmanship as 
the method of execution.

Nature’s strength, 
crafted in brass.

Bamboo
Side Table
Item number 
EC_BAM03l_t

Bamboo 
Floor Light

Item number 
EC_BAM01p

Bamboo
Tris Side Table
Item number 
EC_BAM04t
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HornThe Horn line exudes an ethnic style that recalls the majestic 
and elegant horns of exotic animals. Inspired by the shades 
of the African land, these pieces are perfect for creating an 
animalier and jungle style interior design. The line features 

eclectic pieces of furniture in which craftsmanship seamlessly 
blends with the cool themes of contemporary design. The 

unique combination of the warm, earthy tones and the striking 
silhouette of the horns makes these pieces perfect for adding a 

touch of wild elegance to any space. Whether you are looking 
for a statement piece or a subtle accent, the Horn line has 

something to offer.
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Horn 
Wall Light

Item number 
EC_HOR02a

Horn 
Wall Light
Item number 
EC_HOR05a

Horn 
Side Table
Item number 
EC_HOR01t
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Fauna

Our Fauna line is inspired by the animal 
world, where elements of terrestrial fauna 
immortalized in brass castings. Our skilled 
artisans meticulously transform these natural 
forms into beautiful and functional objects, 
bringing a touch of the wild into any interior.   
Whether it’s the the graceful curves of an 
ibis neck ot the slithering and sinuous forms 
of snakes, each piece captures the unique 
essence of these creatures. The interplay 
between the rough, unpolished brass and 
the fluid silhouettes of the animals creates 
a striking contrast that evokes both the 
wildness and sophistication of nature. With 
the Fauna line, you can bring a piece of the 
natural world into your home and let its wild 
beauty inspire you every day. 
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Owls, reptiles, frogs, 
butterflies, birds... 
nature invades your 
home! You will find 
them on our tables, 
lamps, accessories, 
and decorative 
objects. 

Fauna 
Desklight
Item number 
EC_BES06lt_A

Fauna 
Table Lamp
Item number 
EC_BES05t



Fauna line is a collection of unique furnishings 
inspired by the animal world. Each piece 
is a work of art that blurs the line between 
furniture and sculpture, perfect for those 
who love eccentricity and originality. The 
exceptional craftsmanship and intricate 
details make these pieces stand out in any 
space, adding a touch of whimsy and wonder 
to your home decor.

Fauna 
Table Lamp
Item number 
EC_BES05t

Furniture made of 
sculptural objects 
inspired by wild or 
domestic fauna.

Fauna 
Table Light
Item number 
EC_BES04lt

Fauna 
Wall Light

Item number 
EC_BES01a

Bamboo
Knob
Item number 
POM_316

Fauna Chair
Item number 
EC_BES08_A_GREEN
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Carrubo
Chandelier
Item number 
EC_CAR01l

Carrubo
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Welcome to the enchanting “Carob” collection, an exquisite artisanal line of 
lamps that captures the essence of the ancient evergreen tree. Inspired by 
its majesty and deep symbolic meanings, this line exudes timeless elegance 
and craftsmanship. Skillfully crafted with passion and expertise, these lamps 
convey an enduring charm. Embracing like the protective shade of the carob 
tree, the wall sconce diffuses a warm and inviting light, while the chandelier 
gracefully dances, just like its leaves swaying in the gentle breeze. Each 
form is meticulously transformed into beautiful objects by highly skilled 
artisans. Connect with history and legend, illuminating every corner with the 
mesmerizing beauty of these lamps.

Carrubo
Wall Light

Item number 
EC_CAR02a
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Hortus
Sensuality and elegance characterize the eclectic 
shapes of this line, which blends exotic tastes and 
luxury attention to detail with modern jungle-themed 
atmospheres. Nature replicates itself in unique 
artifacts, both in the most natural version of brass 
and in the most daring processes. The Hortus line 
was born from the idea of incorporating plants into 
an interior design, imparting a particular vitality 
to the environment. The inspiration comes from 
lamps that were in vogue in the 1970s, but with the 
desire to illuminate an environment with something 
that truly adds a touch of natural greenery to the 
artificiality of electricity.
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Hortus 
Wall Light

Item number 
EC_TUS03a

Heliconia, Monstera, 
and clusters of 
Lemongrass are the 
plants that inspired 
this line and, when 
tightly wound in 
brass coils, create wall 
sconces that are true 
luminous plants.

Hortus 
Wall Light
Item number 
EC_TUS02a

Hortus 
Wall Light
Item number 
EC_TUS05a

Hortus 
Wall Light
Item number 
EC_TUS04a
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Jacaranda

Introducing the Jacaranda collection, inspired by a 
bespoke interior design project for the property of 
Jacaranda Caracciolo Falck in Capalbio, Tuscany. The 
lamp takes center stage in this project and embodies 
the eclectic and artisanal spirit of Il Bronzetto. The 
brand’s DNA, rooted in craftsmanship and passion, 
is combined with innovation and new technologies 
to create a unique and youthful identity that is highly 
attuned to the market.

The warm and full tones selected by Jacaranda 
Caracciolo Falk for the villa in Capalbio, such as orange, 
perfectly complement the natural brass finishes and 
spherical feet. The capsule collection, first presented 
at the Salone del Mobile 2022, includes coordinated 
lighting and furniture pieces such as coffee tables and 
wall lamps.
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Indulge in the luxurious design 
of the Jacaranda collection 
and create an atmosphere of 
sophistication with a complete 
range of  design pieces, perfect 
for creating a cohesive and 
stylish look in any room.

Jacaranda
Table Lamp
Item number 
BR_LT261

Jacaranda
Wall Light
Item number 
BR_A120



Experience the artistry of 
glassblowing with Jacaranda

Some stunning pieces that showcases the 
beauty of handcrafted glass. The blown glass 
structure is colored using an artisanal technique 
of glassblowing inside a carved wood or metal 
mold and then baked at 200°C to achieve 
thirteen sophisticated and modern color 
options, then each piece is completed with a 
brass base.

Jacaranda
Table
Item number 
BR_T10m
BT_T10s
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Cage
Architect, artist, designer
and viewer of ideas, explorer
of fields ranging from user
interface to motion graphics
to the aesthetics of the
future, Niccolò de Ruvo
found in Brass Brothers &
co. a brand that combines a
continuous research and a
strong experimentation. The
Cage line, a set of cylindrical
cages full of brass bars,
represents the possibility
of expressing maximum
creativity, with the possibility
of endless combinations
and compositions.

Designer: Niccolò de Ruvo
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Let the Cage line 
enchant you.
Drawing upon the circular shape of 
the tent, the captivating cages, the 
illuminating lights, and the enchanting 
sparkle of its shows, Ruvo crafted a 
collection that is both whimsical and 
sophisticated. Each piece is a work of 
art that captures the essence of the 
gypsy circus, infusing it with elegance 
and refinement.

Cage 
Stool
Item number 
BB_CAG04st

Cage 
Chandelier
Item number 
BB_CAG01m
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Technical 
        Drawings



Perpetua 5002 /  BR_A5002

Perpetua 5105  /  BR_P5105

Perpetua 5210  /  BR_L5210

Perpetua 5102  /  BR_P5102

Perpetua 5202   /  BR_L5202

Perpetua

Gingko biloba 03  /  EC_GIN03a

Gingko biloba 05  /  EC_GIN05a

Gingko biloba 04  /  EC_GIN04a
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Gingko biloba 06  /  EC_GIN06a

Gingko biloba

Gingko biloba 01  /  EC_GIN01t Gingko biloba 02  /  EC_GIN02t

Quercia

Quercia 01  /  EC_OAK01t Quercia 01 A  /  EC_OAK01t_A

Quercia 01 B /  EC_OAK01t_B Quercia 01 C /  EC_OAK01t_C
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Quercia 04 /  EC_OAK04a

Quercia 05 /  EC_OAK05lt

Quercia 04 Duo /  EC_OAK04a_DUO

Quercia 06 /  EC_OAK06t
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Bamboo 03 Small  /  EC_BAM03s_t

Bamboo 03 Large /  EC_BAM03l_t

Bamboo 03 Medium   /  EC_BAM03m_t

Bamboo 04   / EC_BAM04t

Quercia 07 /  EC_OAK07a Quercia 08 /  EC_OAK08a

Bamboo

Bamboo 01  /  EC_BAM01p Bamboo 02  /  EC_BAM02lt

Bamboo 05/  EC_BAM05t

Bamboo 07/  EC_BAM07e

Bamboo 06   / EC_BAM06t



Horn 01 /  EC_HOR01t 

Horn 03 /  EC_HOR03lt

Horn 02  /  EC_HOR02a

Horn 04  /  EC_HOR04lt

Horn
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Horn 05  /  EC_HOR05a
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Fauna 03  /  EC_BES03a

Fauna 05 A  /  EC_BES05lt_A

Fauna 04  /  EC_BES04lt

Fauna 05 B  /  EC_BES05lt_B

Fauna

Fauna 01  /  EC_BES01a Fauna 02  /  EC_BES02a

Fauna 09 /  EC_BES09lt

Fauna 06 A  /  EC_BES06lt_A Fauna 06 B  /  EC_BES06lt_B



Fauna 08 A  /  EC_BES08st_A_BLUE Fauna 08 B  /  EC_BES08st_B_GREEN
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Fauna 57 M /  BR_M57m Fauna 57 L /  BR_M57l

Carrubo 02  /  EC_CAR02aCarrubo 01 /  EC_CAR01l

Carrubo

Hortus 02  /  EC_TUS02a
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Hortus 03  /  EC_TUS03a

Hortus 04  /  EC_TUS04a

Hortus 05 S EC_TUS05a_s EC_TUS05a_m EC_TUS05a_l

Hortus 04  /  EC_TUS04a

Hortus

Jacaranda

Jacaranda 261  /  BR_LT261Jacaranda 120 /  BR_A120

Jacaranda 10 M  /  BR_T10mJacaranda 10 S /  BR_T10s



Cage

Cage 02  /  BB_CAG02p Cage 03 /  BB_CAG03lt

Cage 01 IN BB_CAG01s_l_in BB_CAG01m_l_in

Cage 01 OUT BB_CAG01s_l_out BB_CAG01m_l_out
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Cage 05 BB_CAG05t_D80 BB_CAG05t_D100

Cage 05 double BB_CAG05t_double_D80

Cage 04  /  BB_CAG04st Cage 06  /  BB_CAG06t

BB_CAG05t_D120

BB_CAG05t_double_D100 BB_CAG05t_double_D120

Cage 05 bed BB_CAG05e_D40 BB_CAG05e_D50

Cage 07 extras A  /  BB_CAG07m_extras_A Cage 07 extras B  /  BB_CAG07m_extras_B
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Cage 07 BB_CAG07s_m BB_CAG07m_m

Cage 08 BB_CAG08_s_m

BB_CAG07l_m

BB_CAG08_m_m BB_CAG08_l_m

Cage 09  /  BB_CAG09st
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Aluminium/Iron finishes

Gold
leaf

Silver
leaf

Copper
leaf

9005
Jet black

9010
Pure white

9001
Cream

7006
Beige grey

7010 
Tarpaulin 
grey

6010
Grass green

5018 
Turquoise 
blue

5010
Genzian
blue

5003 
Zaphire 
blue

4011 
Pearl violet

3005
Wine red

1013
Oyster white

1003
Signal yellow

Champagne
leaf

8029
Pearl copper

3002
Carmine red

5020
Ocean blu

2004
Orange

4010
Tele Magenta

3015
Light Pink
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Brass finishes

Satin 
chrome

Polished
gunmetal

Polished
gold

Satin 
gold

Super
gold

Satin super 
gold

Oxid
gold

Natural
brass

Satin 
brass

Amber
brass

Burnished 
brass

Waxed
black

Nickel

Satin 
nickel

Black
nickel

ChromeSilver
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marketing@ilbronzetto.com
comunicazione@ilbronzetto.com
telephone & whatsapp: 
0039 055 229288
ilbronzetto.com

Showroom Italy
Via Romana, 151r
Florence

Showroom United Arab Emirates
B-Living General Trading,
 Al Quoz Industrial Area 4, 
Street 22, Warehouse 28
Dubai

Showroom Saudi Arabia
Lazado No. 62, Al Olaya, 
Riyadh 12213

@bronzetto1963  

@bronzetto1963

Il Bronzetto srl

Bronzetto1963


